
Ozone Nonattainment – Large Area Study
with

AROMA-VOC
Precision Chemical Vapor Analyzer

The City of San Antonio Health Department

commissioned the Large-Area Ozone Precursor

study to add critical measurement data to

assist in determining the impact of ozone

precursor transport on formation of ground-

level ozone within Bexar County and to

identify if any regions were increased emitters

of ozone precursors. Over the course of 10

days, Entanglement Technologies collected

speciated VOC and NOx data covering up and

down-wind pathways across approximately

3000 miles of roadways (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. GPS traces from all routes covered

Project Summary

Figure 2. Daily Data Example

Methodology Overview

Using AROMA-VOC, Entanglement Technologies team was able to quickly gather highly

accurate data on key VOCs, such as BTEX, isoprene and styrene. AROMA-VOC provides

faster response than low-resolution GC instruments while providing the sensitivity and

selectivity of laboratory multi-column GC-MS systems. NOx was analyzed via Thermo Fisher

42i Analyzer. All tools were mounted in a Ford Transit van, and all routes were carefully

selected based on VOC point sources, historical wind data, and regions identified via back

trajectory analysis on high ozone days.
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Entanglement Technologies was able to attribute emissions to sources and regions, using the
AROMA Investigate data analysis software. Of the compounds measured, the benzene/toluene
ratio provides the highest sensitivity. A B/T ratio ~1 is consistent with a variety of oilfield
emissions (including evaporative emissions, flaring, and general oilfield activity) [Schade 2018].
Over the course of the study, the B/T ratio varied from 0.06 to 2.3. B/T ratios varied across
regions, see Figure 4. Analysis showed a significant shift in source type from MSATs and vehicle
emissions surrounding San Antonio and oil and gas operational fingerprints within the
petroleum-producing regions.

Source Attribution

Figure 4. Compound Ratios Calculation for Source Attribution

Summary of VOC Analysis

Concentrations of VOCs were consistent with non-industrial urban areas, and general
concentration ranges were similar to those detected at regional fixed monitors (e.g. Floresville
and Karnes).

Figure 3. Comparison of TCEQ Fixed monitors at Floresville (left) and Karnes (center) with AROMA (right)
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Using AROMA-VOC, the Entanglement Technologies team quickly provided valuable insight

to the City of San Antonio on the concentration of speciated VOCs, as well as their sources

and their movement around Bexar County. The data, calculated with multiple lines of

evidence for each compound, rapidly produces deeper analysis and understanding of the

sources of ozone-forming precursors in the regions surrounding Bexar County, enabling the

City of San Antonio to make efficient and critical decisions on how best to achieve

attainment status for ozone and meet public health goals. The source attribution and flux

analyses capabilities provided by the data were instrumental in determining fluxes into and

out of the regions and fulfilled the city's goal of learning more about the inter-region

movement of key VOCs and their role in ozone formation. A critical next step would be to

continue this evaluation throughout the year with varying meteorological conditions to

better understand chemical movements as an overall trend based on seasonality, weather,

traffic patterns, or to identify other potential drivers.

Conclusion

Each driving route was carefully chosen to facilitate same-day up- and down-wind

measurements. Using HYSPLIT back-dispersion calculations, the Entanglement Technologies

team estimated large-area VOC source fluxes. Figure 5 details this analysis for benzene and

benzene flux ratios (for regions with net benzene flux). Red regions indicate increases in

benzene and/or benzene flux, while blue regions indicate decreases. The flux analysis

demonstrated a concentration of flux emission from oil and gas regions. Measured flux

estimates validate the emission rates from regional analyses conducted by Alamo Area

Council of Governments.

Flux Analysis

Figure 5. Benzene flux estimate and Benzene Flux ratios for regions with net benzene flux.
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About AROMA-VOC

‣ Real-time part-per-trillionmulti-chemical analysis in 10 
minutes

‣ Built for mobile and field deployments
‣ Demonstrated method detection limit as low as 2 pptv for 

benzene
‣ Unattended operation with automatic reporting
‣ Patented high performance CRDS system
‣ Intrinsic stability requires minimal maintenance and calibration
‣ BTEX and chlorinated VOC optimized performance
‣ Easy to use and reliable “Ph.D. Free” operation

Entanglement Technologies’ AROMA-VOC trace

vapor analyzer provides real-time part-per-trillion

chemical detection in ambient air, soil gas, sewer

headspace, and other complex, real-world sampling

environments. Real-time, laboratory-grade results

provide first responders with critical information on

source location and hazard assessment during

environmental accidents, upsets and industrial

surveys.

AROMA provides world class performance anywhere, anytime.


